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a b s t r a c t

To improve our current understanding of tsunami-like solitary waves interacting with a row of vertical
slotted piles on a sloping beach, a 3D numerical wave tank based on the CFD tool OpenFOAM® was
developed in this study. The Navier-Stokes equations were employed to solve the two-phase incom-
pressible flow, combining with an improved VOF method to track the free surface and a LES model to
resolve the turbulence. The numerical model was firstly validated by our laboratory measurements of
wave, flow and dynamic pressure around both a row of piles and a single pile on a slope subjected to
solitary waves. Subsequently, a series of numerical experiments were conducted to analyze the breaking
wave force in view of varying incident wave heights, offshore water depths, spaces between adjacent
piles and beach slopes. Finally, a slamming coefficient was discussed to account for the breaking wave
force impacting on the piles.
© 2018 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Tsunami is a giant devastating wave generated by the un-
dersea earthquake, volcanic eruptions, plate movement or land-
slide, and generally defined as long period waves (of the order of
hundreds to thousands of seconds). As the tsunami wave gets
closer to coastal areas, the height of tsunami wave may increase
dramatically along with the disastrous destruction, such as
structure failure, beach erosion, debris transport etc. over a broad
region (Mo et al., 2013). Examples of such destructive tsunamis
disasters could be witnessed around the coasts of the Indian
Ocean on 26 December 2004 (e.g., Titov et al., 2005) and the
Japan coasts on 11 March 2011 (e.g., Mori et al., 2012). Break-
waters are widely used structures as one of active coastal defense
measures. Among various types of breakwaters, those in the form
of rigid, slotted, vertical piles are sometimes preferred to provide
protection from waves because of their relatively low cost and
capability of both safeguarding the landscape and preserving the
quality of the coastal water environment (Jiang et al., 2015). One
example of the pile breakwater located in a coastal region of

Singapore could be found in Huang and Yuan (2010) (their Fig. 1).
In the literature, the interactions between regular/irregular

wave and pile structures located in coastal region were studied by
many researchers experimentally (e.g., Huang, 2007; Ji et al., 2015;
Ramirez et al., 2013), numerically (e.g., Bihs et al., 2016; Chen et al.,
2011; Isaacson et al., 1998; Kamath et al., 2015; Kamath et al., 2016)
and theoretically (e.g., Koraim et al., 2014; Wienke and Oumeraci,
2005). Most of them focused on hydrodynamics around the piles
in terms of different row arrangements (single row or multi-rows)
and pile types (circular, rectangular or C-shape). However, tsunami
waves are different from the regular/irregular waves in their
magnitudes and dispersive properties, and the engineering
designing standards or codes generally do not consider the struc-
ture reliability exposed to tsunami waves. Thus for the safety of the
pile breakwaters, the knowledge about the hydrodynamic re-
sponses of pile structures to the tsunami wave action is particularly
valuable in some coastal areas where the occurrence of earthquake-
induced tsunami is not rare.

Solitary wave has been employed in many related studies to
model the leading tsunami wave because the former can
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represent many important properties of the latter (Lin, 2004).
Earlier studies of the solitary wave interaction with pile struc-
tures focused mainly on a single pile or three piles locating on a
horizontal seabed (e.g., Mo et al., 2007; Mo and Liu, 2009).
Huang and Yuan (2010) were the pioneers to experimentally
investigate the interactions between solitary waves and a row of
slotted piles to access the effectiveness of a type of pile break-
water in tsunami hazard control. They found that the space be-
tween two adjacent piles was one of the main factors that
control the transmission of solitary waves through slotted piles.
Subsequently, Liu et al. (2011) used the depth-averaged, shallow-
water equations to successfully reproduce the laboratory obser-
vations of Huang and Yuan (2010) when the ratio of the wave
height to the water depth was less than 0.25. More recently,
Jiang et al. (2015) applied a 3D (three-dimensional) model based
on Large Eddy Simulation (LES) equations to examine the hy-
drodynamic response of a row of vertical slotted subjected to
solitary waves. Both wave run-up and impact force were
analyzed, and the drag coefficients were discussed in view of the
Morison equation to account for interfering effects among the
piles. Their study was recently extended by Yao et al. (2018) to a
double-row of vertical slotted piles.

Nevertheless, the pile structures in above studies were placed
on a horizontal seabed. In practical applications, many pile struc-
tures are constructed within the wave surf zone on the beaches,
where wave breaking and high-speed roller run-up can produce
extremely large wave forces during large wave events associated
with storm surges (Xiao and Huang, 2014). Therefore, an accurate
simulation of the surf-zone process is vital to understand hydro-
dynamic response of the pile structures.

In the literature, Mo et al. (2013) was one of the pioneer studies
in validating a LES model to numerically investigate the solitary
wave breaking and interacting with a slender cylinder over a
sloping beach. Subsequently, Xiao and Huang (2014) developed a
k� ε model to examine the breaking-wave force on a cylinder at
different locations on a slope. Recently, Chella et al. (2016) pre-
sented a k� u model to investigate the effect of the incident wave
characteristics on the breaking wave force impacting on a single
pile on a slope. They found that the maximumwave force occurred

when the cylinder was placed just before the breaking point.
However, all these studies focused on the case of single pile on the
slope, and none of them covered such an arrangement as a row of
piles, for which the hydrodynamic interference among the neigh-
boring piles may be important.

Therefore, in this study, to remedy the current knowledge of
solitary wave breaking and interacting with a row of vertical
slotted piles on a sloping beach, a series of numerical experiments
were conducted to examine the breaking wave force acting on
such piles, as well as the wave or structure features that may affect
the force. A 3D numerical wave tank model based on the open-
source Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tool Open Field
Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM®) supporting two
phased incompressible flow was developed. OpenFOAM® has
been proved to be an efficient and powerful tool for exploring
complicated nearshore wave dynamics (e.g., Higuera et al., 2013;
Vuorinen et al., 2015). In addition, the LES turbulence model was
adopted in this study because it could providemore instantaneous
information for the turbulence flows than Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) model (Pope, 2000), thus LES was widely
used to simulate the fast and highly unsteady motions such as the
breaking-wave motions (e.g., Huang et al., 2013; Mo et al., 2013;
Vuorinen et al., 2015). Importantly, Yao et al. (2018) has shown
that the LES model gave the most accurate predictions of the
vortex structures around the vertical slotted piles subjected to
solitary waves compared to both Laminar and RANS models.
Meanwhile, the free surface motions were captured by the widely
used Volume of Fluid (VOF) method. We also conducted supple-
mentary laboratory experiments to validate the adopted numer-
ical model in this study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The numerical
methods including the governing equations and the boundary
conditions are introduced in Section 2. Both the experimental and
numerical settings are given in Section 3. The model validation in
view of the free surface elevation, the velocity and the pressure to
show the robustness of the adopted model is shown in Section 4.
Model applications including a detailed analysis of breaking wave
force are conducted in Section 5. The main conclusions drawn from
this study are given in Section 6.

Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the experimental setup; (b) Image of pile model on the slope; (c) Wave and flow measurement locations; (d) Pressure measurement locations.
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2. Numerical methods

2.1. Governing equations

The 3D incompressible LES-filtered continuity and momentum
equation were employed in this study. The equations are expressed
as

vui
vxi

¼ 0 (1)
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where p is the filtered pressure, m is the viscosity, Sij is the strain
rate of the large scales defined as
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trij in Eq. (2) is the residual stress calculated by applying sub-grid

scale (SGS) models to get a full solution for the Navier-Stokes
equation. The commonly used SGS model (i.e. Smagorinsky
model) is the zero-equation eddy viscosity model proposed by
Smagorinsky (1963). However, some other SGS models such as the
one-equation eddy viscosity model (Yoshizawa and Horiuti, 1985)
were proved to be better than the Smagorinsky model to solve the
complex flow around structure (e.g., Gebreslassie et al., 2013). Thus,
the one-equation eddy viscosity model was employed in this study,
and the residual stress are defined as
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2
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where dij is the Kronecker-delta confirmed as
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vt is the SGS eddy viscosity given as
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and ks is the SGS kinetic energy solved by
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where Ck ¼ 0:094, Cε ¼ 0:916 and Pr ¼ 0:9 are suggested by the
OpenFOAM® User Guide.

The free surface interface of the air and water is very complex
during the process of breaking wave interaction with the pile
structures. An improved VOF method was employed to catch the
free surface deformation. Comparing with original VOF method, an
additional artificial compression term was used to avoid the
excessive numerical diffusion and the interface smearing. In the
improved VOF method, the volume fraction (a) was defined as the
boundary of water (a ¼ 1), air (a ¼ 0) and mixture (0<a<1). The
distribution of a is modeled by an advection equation as follows

va

vt
þ V,ðauiÞ þ V,

�
að1� aÞuri

	 ¼ 0 (8)

The last term on the left side of Eq. (8) is an artificial compres-
sion term, and the new introduced uri is a velocity field, which is

used to compress the interface.
The 3D computational space was discretized using the finite-

volume method, and the time derivatives were addressed by the
Euler scheme. The PIMPLE algorithm with a mixture between
Pressure Implicit with the Splitting of Operators (PISO) and Semi-
Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE) was used
for the pressure-velocity solver. The Multi-Dimensional Universal
Limiter for Explicit Solution (MULES) method was employed to
maintain boundedness of the volume fraction. The Gauss linear
scheme and Gauss linear corrected scheme was selected for the
gradient term and the Laplacian term, respectively. Other detailed
implementation can be founded in the OpenFOAM® User Guide.

2.2. Boundary conditions

Wave generation and absorption are important features of a
numerical wave tank, but the official version of OpenFOAM® lacks
such functions. Fortunately, some third-party modules were
developed by the other users, e.g., waves2Foam (Jacobsen et al.,
2012) and IH-FOAM (Higuera et al., 2013). In this study, the IH-
FOAM was selected due to the fact that it employs an active wave
absorbing boundary thus does not require a relaxation zone.
Consequently, the computational domain could be significantly
reduced compared with the waves2Foam proposed by Jacobsen
et al. (2012). Meanwhile, it supports many wave theories
including the solitary wave theory. The expressions for free surface
and velocity for a solitary wave are shown as follows (Lee et al.,
1982).
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where h is the free surface elevation, H is the wave height, h is the
water depth, X ¼ x� ct, c ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

gðhþ HÞp
is the wave celerity, u and

w are the velocities in the streamwise and vertical directions,
respectively.

3. Model setup

3.1. Experimental setup

Laboratory experiments were conducted in the Hydraulic Lab-
oratory at Changsha University of Science & Technology, China P. R.
Thewave tank was 40m long, 0.5mwide and 0.8m high. As shown
in Fig. 1(a), solitary waves were generated at one end of the flume
by a piston-typed wavemaker to reproduce the leading tsunami
wave. A beach with the slope of tan b ¼ 1 : 20 (where b is the
inclination angle of the sloping beach, see also Fig. 1a) was installed
at the middle of wave tank, and its toe was 20m away from the
wavemaker. A single row of vertical slotted piles (see Fig. 1b) was
designed using the Froude law of similarity with a geometric scale
factor of 1:10 according to a prototype pile breakwater in the coast
of Singapore (see Huang and Yuan, 2010, their Fig. 1). The diameter
of the individual pile was D ¼ 0:05 m and the center-to-center
distance between adjacent piles was S ¼ 0:08 m, thus we have
S=D ¼ 1:6. The piles were fixed in a row across the flumewidth by a
horizontal plate attached to the side walls of the flume, and the
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entire pile model was located 3m shoreward of the toe of beach.
Both the slope and the piles were made of PVC materials.

The surface elevations were measured at five locations (S1-S5)
across the flume as shown in Fig. 1(c) by using non-intrusive ul-
trasonic sensors (Sinfotek, China), including 3m upstream of the
slope (S1), toe of the slope (S2), 0.4m seaside of pile model (S3),
0.4m leeside of pile model (S4) and 0.8m leeside of pile model (S5).
The current was measured by an Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry
(Nortek, Norway), with a down-looking probe, which was installed
at 2m upstream of the pile model and 0.05m below the still water
level (see also Fig. 1c). The dynamic pressure around the pile was
measured by four pressure transducers (TEST, China), which were
installed on the front, rear, and two side faces of the most-centered
pile in the flume (see Fig. 1d). All transducers were located 0:01 m
above the bottom to ensure they were always submerged during
the entire wave process. All above instruments were sampling with
a frequency of 50 Hz by a data acquisition system. Additionally, a
video camera (Logitech, Switzerland) was put on the top of the pile
model to capture the free surface run-up during the process of
wave impact.

Four incident wave heights (H ¼ 0:02 m, 0.04m, 0.06m, 0.08m)
were tested in a constant water depth of h ¼ 0:2 m. The breaker
type could be classified based on the slope parameter (S0 ¼
1:521 tan b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H=h

p
) proposed by Grilli et al. (1997). The values of

slope parameter in our experiment ranged from 0.12 to 0.24, which
fell in the range of plunging breakers. Each wave height was run for
at least three times to ensure the data repeatability. Several mi-
nutes were allowed to elapse between each test so that the water
surface became calm and the effect of residual currents was
minimal.

3.2. Numerical setup

Numerical models were solved to reproduce main aspects of the
physical experiments by maintaining a balance between the
computational accuracy and efficiency. The aforementioned wave-
absorbing boundary was employed at the inlet of the domain. The
other boundary conditions of the computational domain were set
as follows: free to the atmosphere for the top boundary, no-slip
wall conditions at both the bottom and the end of domain. To
reduce the computational cost, the most centered three piles of the
laboratory pile model were selected for simulations, thus the
symmetric boundary conditions were utilized at the two side faces
of the domain in view of the spanwise symmetric distribution of
the slotted piles. For the surfaces of piles, no-slip wall conditionwas
employed as well.

The solitary wave length is theoretically infinite. For practical
use, its wave length L can be estimated as the distance that contains
95% of the total mass, namely L ¼ 2:12h=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H=h

p
(Dean and

Dalrymple, 1991), which gives 1.34m for the worst-case scenario
(H ¼ 0:02 m and h ¼ 0:2 m) that will be simulated in this study.
Thus, we generated the numerical waves at 4m upstream from the
toe of slope, which was sufficient far. Meanwhile, we set the slope
sufficiently long to guarantee the maximumwave run-up height on
the slope leeside of the pile model could not reach the top
boundary of the domain.

Structured mesh was employed to discretize the entire
computational domain, and the mesh with varying grid size was
used to reduce the number of the total cells. The grid sizes were
kept constant in the y-direction (i.e. Dy ¼ 4 mm). In z-direction, the
grid size (Dz) changed gradually from 1.5mm to 4mm within
50mm near the seabed, and then it maintained a constant of 4mm
above until to the top boundary. In the cross-shore direction, the
grid size (Dx) changed gradually from 20mmat the inlet of the

domain to 4mmat 25mm upstream the slotted piles. The core
region, which laid between 25mm seaside and 25mm leeside of
the slotted piles, maintained a constant finer grid size of 4mm.
Several layers of structured finer cells with Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 2:5 mm
followed closely the surfaces of piles, and detailed grid refinement
around the pile surface was shown in Fig. 2. Further downstream,
the grid size rose gradually, and returned to 10mmat the outlet
boundary. The total cell number was about 6 million.

The time step was automatically adjusted during the computa-
tion, ensuring that the Courant number cr (cr ¼ Dt�
maxðjDujÞ=minðjDxjÞ, in which maxðjDujÞ and minðjDxjÞ was
maximum velocity and minimum grid size, respectively, Dt is the
time step) was always less than one. The simulation duration was
set to be 12 s to guarantee the completion of the leading solitary
wave run-up and rundown on the slope leeside of the pile model.
Via parallel computing on a cluster server with 64 CPUs (AMD
Opteron 6128, 2.0 GHz, Sunnyvale, U.S.A.), a run of the typical wave
(H ¼ 0:06 m and h ¼ 0:2 m) took approximately 72 h.

To test the convergence of grid size, a mesh sensitivity analysis
was carried out by varying the grids very close to the pile surface
based on the typical wave of H ¼ 0:06 m and h ¼ 0:2 m. Aside from
the original horizontal grid size of Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 2:5 mm, we tested
additional sizes of 1.25mm, 5mm and 10mm. The results are given

Fig. 2. Refined grids around the piles.

Fig. 3. Variations of wave, flow and dynamics pressure around the pile model with the
grid size around the slotted piles.
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by Fig. 3 in terms of the maximum free surface elevation
(normalized by H) and the dynamic pressure (normalized by
normalized by rgH) in front of the most centered pile as well as the

maximum velocity (normalized by
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
) in the slot nearby. It is

found that less than 3% difference in the wave, flow and pressure
could be observed when the horizontal size of the grids around the
piles declined from 2.5mm to 1.25mm, indicating that our selec-
tion of grid size Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 2:5 mm was sufficient for current sim-
ulations in view of both computational accuracy and efficiency.

4. Model validation

In the section, the model validation regarding the free surface
elevation, the velocity, and the dynamic pressure around the piles
were performed for all tested cases in the laboratory experiments.
The wave of H ¼ 0:06 m and h ¼ 0:2 m was again selected as an

example to show the robustness of numerical model.
Fig. 4 shows the comparisons of the time series of free surface

elevations at five wave measurement locations (S1~S5) between
the experimental and numerical results. The time is normalized byffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h=g

p
with t ¼ 0 indicating the numerical solitary wave generation

at the aforementioned wave generation point. Satisfactory agree-
ments between experimental and numerical results for the leading
solitary waves could be found at all locations. At S3, incident wave
got steepened and skewed due to wave shoaling on the slope. The
second peak of the free surface appears at S3 was the reflected
wave from the pile model, which propagated further seaward as
indicated both at S1 and S2. When the incident wave propagated
over the pile model, the transmitted wave height at S4 was suffi-
ciently smaller than that at S3 partly due to the wave reflection and
partly to the turbulence induced both in the slots and behind the
piles although the shoaling effect was still effective. Around S5, the

Fig. 4. Time series of the free surface elevations at the wave measurement locations (S1-S5).

Fig. 5. Solitary wave interacting with a row of piles when the free surface elevations reached their maximum in front of the piles (i.e. t=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h=g

p
¼ 37:5): (a) image taken from the

camera; (b) numerical simulation; (c) comparison of computed free surface elevations along the pile perimeter between the most centered pile in a row of slotted piles (solid line)
and the single pile (dashed line).
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transmitted wave eventually broke as a moving bore towards the
shoreline, which was observable during the laboratory experiment.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) illustrate the normalized measured and simu-
lated free surface deformations in front of the pile model, respec-
tively, at the instant of free surface elevations on the seaside face of
the piles reached their maximum, i.e., t=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h=g

p
¼ 37:5.Wave run-up

in front of the pilemodel could be observed due to the fact that flow
was partly blocked by the slotted piles (Fig. 5a), this phenomenon
was reasonably reproduced by the adopted numerical model

(Fig. 5b).
Fig. 5(c) shows the 3D symmetrical distribution of the computed

free surface elevation along the perimeter of most-centered pile,
where q denotes a counterclockwise angle between the line that
connects each point on the circumference and center of the circle
and the direction of wave propagation (see Fig. 1d). The local water
depth reached the maximum on the seaside of the pile (q ¼ 180�),
then it gradually decreased along the pile perimeter, until to the
flow separation points (about 45� and 315�) on the rear part of the

Fig. 6. Time series of streamwise velocity (u) and vertical velocity (w) at the ADV location (a) and (b), and in the slot between adjacent piles (c) and (d).

Fig. 7. Time series of the dynamic wave pressure at four measrement locations (P1~P4) along the perimeter of the most centered pile.
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pile, where the local water depth achieved its minimum. After that,
it gradually increased in a region behind the pile. Fig. 5(c) also
shows the simulation for the case of a single pile under the same
numerical settings, it appears that the free surface elevation around
the front part of the single pile was notably less than that of the row

of slotted piles, indicating the enhanced flow blockage associated
with the row of piles due to the interference between adjacent
piles.

The time series of normalized particle velocities at the ADV sam-
pling location (i.e., 0.10mon thesloping seabed)are shown inFig. 6(a)

Fig. 8. Time series of: (a) the free surface elevations at wave measurement locations (S1-S5); (b) the streamwise and vertical velocities at the ADV location; (c) the dynamic wave
pressures at four measrement locations (P1~P4) along the perimeter of the single pile.

Fig. 9. Time series of the breaking wave force (Fmax=rgD3) for (a) different wave heights (H), (b) different water depths (h), (c) different pile spaces (S), (d) different beach slopes
(tan b).
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and b for the streamwise component (u) and the vertical component
(w), respectively. The numerical model satisfactorily reproduced the
measurements for both velocity components associated with the
leading solitary wave. When the breaking wave propagated over the
slots between adjacent piles, strong turbulence was generated. Un-
fortunately, a proper way cannot be found to measure the velocity in
the slots during the experiment, thus instead,we show the numerical
simulations in Fig. 6(c) and d for the two velocity components in the
most centered slot, respectively, at the same water depth as the ADV
sampling location. It could be observed that the peak streamwise
velocity was almost twice that of the ADV location due to the flow
acceleration in the slot,which caused corresponding pressure drop in
the slot as will be discussed below. However, there is no significant
change of the vertical velocity.

Fig. 7(aed) shows the time series of normalized dynamic wave
pressure at four pressure transducers locations (P1~P4), respec-
tively. Good agreement between the numerical and experimental
results could be again observed. Dynamic pressure reached its peak
on the seaside face of the pile (P1) when the incident solitary wave
impacted on the pile model. For the pressure measurements on
both side faces, i.e. P2 and P4, the pressure variations are similar
due to the streamwise symmetry of their locations, and their
magnitudes are comparable to that of the leeside face of the pile
(P3). Compared to that at P1, the substantial drops of the peak
pressure at both P2 and P4 were attributed to the aforementioned
accelerated velocity in the slot and behind the piles. Meanwhile,
some scatters in the measurements at P2~P4 were possibly due to
the entrapped air bubbles in the slots, which were visible during
the laboratory experiments.

We additionally validated our adopted model for breaking sol-
itary wave interacting with a single pile on the slope subjected to
the same solitary wave. Both laboratory and numerical settings
were the same with those descriptions in Section 3 except that the
single pile was installed along the centerline of the flume width
instead of the row of piles.

Fig. 8(aec) shows themeasured and simulated time series of the

free surface elevations at fivewavemeasurement locations (S1~S5),
the streamwise and vertical velocities at the ADV location, the
dynamic wave pressures at four measrement locations (P1~P4)
along the perimeter of the single pile, respectively. Overall, good
performances of the present model to reproduce the measure-
ments could be again found.

5. Model applications

We have illustrated that the present model was capable of
modeling breaking solitary wave interacting with a row of vertical
slotted piles on a sloping beach in Section 4. In this section, we sub-
sequently ran a couple of scenarios by evaluating the effects of four
factors (the incidentwave height, the offshorewater depth, the space
between adjacent piles and the beach slope) on the impact force
acting on the piles. Four incident wave heights (H ¼ 0:02 m, 0:04 m,
0:06 m, 0:08 m), four water depths (h ¼ 0:15 m, 0:2 m, 0:25 m,
0:3 m), fourpile spaces (S ¼0:06 m,0:07 m,0:08 m,0:09 m)and four
beach slopes (tan b ¼ 1 : 10, 1 : 15, 1 : 20, 1 : 25) were tested based
on the validatedwave in Section 4, i.e.,H ¼ 0:06 m, h ¼ 0:2 m, S=D ¼
1:6 and m ¼ 1 : 20. In each scenario, we only changed one factor
while keeping other three factors unaltered, thus totally 16 scenarios
were examined.

5.1. Breaking wave force

The total breaking wave force acting on the pile could be directly
computed by integrating computed dynamic pressure along the
perimeter, then along the water depth. Only the component of total
wave force in the propagating direction of solitary waves was
analyzed. Fig. 9(aed) shows the time variations of the breaking
wave force impacting on the most-centered pile for different wave
heights, water depths, pile spaces, and beach slopes, respectively,
where the breaking wave force is normalized by rgD3. For each
scenario, the temporal variation of breaking wave force exhibited a

Fig. 10. Variations of the dimensionless maximum breaking wave force (Fmax=rgD3) with: (a) wave height (H), (b) water depth (h), (c) pile space (S), (d) beach slope (tan b).
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steep peak at the moment of collision and a sudden decline after
the peak, which was different from those of non-breaking waves
acting on the piles sitting on the horizontal seabed (e.g., Jiang et al.,
2015; Yao et al., 2018). Meanwhile, a small secondary peak was also
found, which was particularly true for larger waves height, smaller
water depth, smaller pile space and milder slope.

Fig. 10(aed) shows the variations of dimensionless maximum
breaking force in the time series of Fig. 9 for all scenarios. We find
that the dimensionless maximum wave force increased with both
increasing incident wave height and increasing water depth. This is
anticipated since the incident wave energy increased with the in-
crease of wave height or water depth. Meanwhile, the maximum
wave force increased with the decrease of pile space, this is because
the effect of flow blockage between the piles strengthened as the
space between adjacent piles further reduced. Similar decreasing
variation of thewave forcewith the increasing beach slopewas also
found. Fig. 11 shows that steeper slope caused the onset of incipient
wave breaking further seaward, thus more wave energy was
dissipated before it impacted the piles. Consequently, the wave
force acting on the piles was reduced.

5.2. Slamming coefficient

The evaluation of wave-induced force on the structure near and

above the water surface is complex and requires careful examina-
tion. Conventionally, the wave load associated with long waves
imposed on the structure could be calculated by the well-known
Morison Equation (Morison et al., 1950) with the inertial term
ignored. However, for breaking waves, the Morison equationwould
fail since the calculated forces vary in time with the wave period
whereas the impact due to wave breaking is of short duration. This
impact could also not be considered by modifying the coefficients
in the Morison equation or by simply including a correction factor
(Wienke et al., 2000). Therefore, previous studies (e.g., Chella et al.,
2016; Wienke and Oumeraci, 2005; Xiao and Huang, 2014)
conventionally introduced the so-called slamming coefficient (Cs)
to describe the breaking wave force acting on the coastal piles.

The slamming coefficients (Cs) calculated in this study was ob-
tained by (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981)

Cs ¼ F
0:5rAvc2b

(12)

where F is the total breaking wave force, cb is the breaking wave
celerity in the vicinity of pile model. With the assumption that the
surf zone is saturated (i.e., wave height in the inner surf zone in-
dependent of the incident wave height), cb can be estimated by cb ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðhb þ HbÞ

p
, hb and Hb are the local water depth and breaking

wave height, respectively. Moreover, Av is the submerged projected
area, which could be taken as the area of the impacted section of
the structure that is projected onto the wave propagation direction,
and in this study, Av could be calculated by

Av ¼
ðh1

0

ð2p

0

D
2
cos qdqdhþ

ðh2

h1

ðq2

q1

D
2
cos qdqdh (13)

where h is the free surface elevation. Since our pile diameter is very
small compared to wave length, thus only the second term of right
side of Eq. (13), i.e. the section of the pile from h1 to h2 that was
partially submerged as sketched in Fig. 12(a), was effective. q is the
angle defined in Fig. 1(d), q1 and q2 are angles corresponding to the
flow separation points around the pile perimeter (see Fig. 12b).

Therefore, we calculated the slamming coefficient (Cs) by Eq.
(12) together with Eq. (13) for the all scenarios, and the results are
shown in Fig. 13(aed) for all aforementioned four factors, respec-
tively. It is found that Cs decreased as wave height increased, which
was opposite to the variation of the dimensionless wave force in
Fig. 10(a), this is due to the fact that larger wave tended to cause
larger the effective section of submerged projected area (Av) as
shown in Fig.12. Consequently, Cs declined according to Eq. (12). On
the other hand, Cs increased with the increase of water depth,

Fig. 11. Free surface (h) evolutions for solitary wave transformation over different
plane beach slopes (tan b). Solid lines: the instants of maximum free surface elevation
in front of the piles; dotted lines: the instants of incipient wave breaking; x ¼ 0 de-
notes the toe of slope with positive x pointing to shoreward.

Fig. 12. A sketch of the breaking wave impacting on a pile locating on a slope: (a) side view; (b) top view of the partially submerged section.
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which was identical to the variation of the wave force in Fig. 10(b),
because the variation of water depth had little effect on the effec-
tive section of Av when solitary wave height kept unchanged.
Moreover, Cs increased with the growths of both pile space and
beach slope, which were opposite from the variations of wave force
in both Fig. 10(c) and (d). This is anticipated in that a smaller space
between adjacent piles leaded to larger wave run-up height over
the pile surface due to increased flow blockage, thus it increased
the effective section of Av and decreased Cs. Meanwhile, as shown in
Fig. 11, a steeper slope dissipated more wave energy through wave
breaking thus wave run-up height over the piles was significantly
reduced compared with a milder slope. Consequently, the effective
section of Av was reduced and Cs was increased.

5.3. More on the slamming coefficient

In this section, a quantitative description of influences of the
aforementioned four factors (the wave height, the water depth, the
space between adjacent piles and the beach slope) on the slamming
coefficient was conducted. According to the strong dependence of
Cs on these parameters, we proposed the following dimensionless
empirical relationship for Cs through the regression analysis of all
the scenarios in Fig. 13

Cs ¼ 2:46
�
H
h

��0:56�S
D

�0:75
ðtan bÞ0:75 þ 0:064 (14)

The Coefficient of Determination R2 is 0.95. Note that the above
equation is only valid for 0:1 � H=h � 0:4, 1:2 � S=D � 1:8 and
1 : 25 � tan b � 1 : 10 within the tested range. Fig. 14 compares the
predicted Cs from Eq. (14) with the computed Cs from Eq. (12) based
on the numerical simulations, good agreement in the figure in-
dicates the robustness of Eq. (14) to reproduce Cs for solitary wave
interacting with a row of piles located on a sloping beach. We
remark that when applying Eq. (14) to the prototype pile structure,
in addition to the factors explicitly included in Eq. (14), the angle of

incident wave, the surface roughness, etc., might also affect the
empirical values.

In the current simulations, Cs ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 for our
row of piles. However, as indicated in Fig. 13c, the value of Cs
should be higher if the space between the adjacent piles further
increases, approaching to a single pile. In the literature, we are
only aware that both Xiao and Huang (2014) and Chella et al.
(2016) investigated the slamming coefficient associated with
the solitary wave interacting with a single pile on the slope
although they used different pile diameters and beach slopes
from ours. Xiao and Huang (2014) found that Cs increased from

Fig. 13. Variations of the slamming coefficient (Cs) with: (a) wave height (H), (b) water depth (h), (c) pile space (S), (d) beach slope (tan b).

Fig. 14. The computed slamming coefficient (Cs) from Eq. (12) vs. the predicted
slamming coefficient (Cs) from Eq. (14).
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0.5 to 4.0 as the cross-shore position of the pile moved from
0:75R shoreward to �0:75R seaward (R was the maximum run-up
height on the slope), while Chella et al. (2016) revealed that Cs
decreased from 2.2 to 1.2 as H=h increased from 0.26 to 0.40. Our
obtained values of Cs for a row of piles generally fell into the
lower range of their values of Cs.

Finally, we remark that during the design of a group of coastal
piles locating on a sloping beach, a common engineering practice
to determine the slamming coefficient of the pile group is to
consider the slamming coefficient of a single pile first, and then
use an empirical coefficient to amplify it to account for both the
group and slope effects. However, unlike the drag coefficient
associated with non-breaking waves, there is no well-established
empirical formula in the design manuals to predict the slamming
coefficient associated with the breaking waves. Alternatively, we
have shown in the present study that by using the proposed
numerical approach to resolve the wave force impacting on the
pile structure, the slamming coefficient for each pile could be
provided, and the group and slope effects have already been
included. The adopted approach reflects the real flow resistance
exerted by an individual pile in a pile group on the surrounding
waters, thus it is more suitable to the case when the engineering
considerations are directed to the wave load around an individ-
ual pile in the pile group.

6. Conclusions

A 3D numerical wave tank based on OpenFOAM®was developed
to study the tsunami-like solitary wave interaction with a row of
piles on a sloping beach. The Navier-Stokes equations with LES
turbulence closure were solved and the free surface was tracked by
a modified VOFmethod. The numerical model was validated by our
new laboratory data with both a row of piles and a single pile. The
results show that the numerical model was able to satisfactorily
reproduce the free surface, the velocity, and the dynamic pressure
around the piles.

The model was then applied to investigate the role of different
factors (wave height, water depth, space between adjacent piles
and beach slope) in affecting the breaking wave force impacting on
the piles. It is found that the dimensionless maximum breaking
force increased with the increasing incident wave height and water
depth, and but decreased with the increasing pile space and beach
slope. Subsequently, the slamming coefficient was computed to
describe the impact force on the piles. It shows that the slamming
coefficient decreased with the increasing wave height, but it
increased with the increasing water depth, pile space as well as
beach slope. Finally, an empirical equation accounting for the
slamming coefficient was proposed to account for the four inves-
tigated factors. This study will help to improve our understanding
in the wave load acting on the pile breakwater during the tsunami
wave events.

Real tsunamis are more complex than those modeled by present
laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. Tsunami-
induced currents, sediments and debris might also affect the hy-
drodynamic process. Nevertheless, the present numerical model
provides an efficient tool to analyze more sophisticated problems,
such as the scouring around the foundation of the piles.
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